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to choose your school carefully ; expect the master to
give individual attention to his pupils, but do not, because
some schools are bad, therefore reject schools altogether.
Public education is, above everything, necessary for the
orator, who must move in the greatest publicity and in the
full daylight of public affairs; he must accustom himself
from his boyhood not to be abashed at the sight of man,
nor to live in a solitary and recluse state of life. 'The
mind^ requires to*be continually excited and roused,
while in such retirement it either languishes and con-
tracts rust, or, on the other hand, becomes swollen with
empty conceit, since he who compares himself to no one
else will necessarily attribute much to his own powers.
Besides, when his acquirements are to be displayed in
public, "he is blinded at the sight of the sun, and stumbles
at every new object, because he has learnt in solitude that
which is to be done in public. I say nothing of friend-
ships formed at school, which remain in full force even
to old age, as if cemented by a certain religious obligation,
for toiiavejbeen instructed in the same studies is a not
less saprqdjDond than to have been instructed in the
same sacred rftes. Whore sfrall a young man learn the
sense, too, which is called common sense, when he has
separated himself from society ? Besides, at home he can
learn only what is taught himself; at school even
what is taught others. He will every day hear many
things commended, many things corrected j the idleness
of a fellow student when reproved will be a warning to
him, the industry of one commended will be a stimulus,
emulation will be excited by praise, and he will think it
a disgrace to yield to his equals in age, and an honour to
surpass his seniors. All these things excite the mind,
and though ambition itself be a vice, yet it is often the
parent of virtues/ Quintilian adds that masters them-

